
Study plans 

Think Through the Bible – Guide  

This plan provides basic outlines and a list of familiar stories for each book of the Bible. 
It shows how to review one OT book(s) and one NT book every day (about ten minutes), 

and read one Psalm or Proverb daily to go through the entire Bible in a month, 12 x a year. 

For a slower pace, do OT books one month, then NT books, alternating months. 

Memorize Through the Bible 

Gives a personalized method of going through the Bible using verses you have 
memorized or are memorizing.  It encourages reviewing by books. 

Consistently doing this enables you to think through entire books of the Bible drawing 

only from your memory.  You will be amazed at how enriching this experience is. 

Bible Summary Survey 

This plan takes you through the entire Bible in two months, reading key phrases from 

each book. Five days a week you read one page of text.  The other two days you read an 

introduction and do review.   

References accompany the phrases to allow you to look them up in context for more in 
depth study 

Stroll Through the Psalms 

This plan takes you through key phrases of about five Psalms a day, with a theme.  This 

summary of the entire book of Psalms can be completed in a month, reading half a page 
of text each day.   

Main chapters of the Bible 

This plan has selected 30 familiar or key passages of Scripture most Bible students have 

already memorized.  Reviewing one a day, refreshes and cements them in your mind.   

These guides are available on line (or in printed form by request) Contact: PollyS@aol.com 

---------------------------- 

How to use these materials 

Understand your goal 

Store the Bible in your memory. Saturate your brain with God’s words.   

Organize the storage bins of your memory for better understanding and quick, easy recall.    
Program your mind to think about and meditate on  God’s words day and night.  

Let God’s Word become a part of who you are. 

Choose your plan 

Memory demands input, repetition, review, and proper recall devices. 

Learning is based on connecting unknown to known.   

Start with a basic view of the Bible as a whole.  Set up a framework.  Build memory bins.   

Add to this framework and fill the bins, with the things you want to remember. 

 Think about the Bible in three basic parts:  

  God’s dealing with the human race as a while – Genesis 1-11;  
  God’s dealing with the human race through His chosen people, Israel – Genesis 12 - Gospels; 

  (the patriarchs, the law and the tabernacle/Temple, the prophets, Christ on earth)   

  God’s dealing with the human race through the Church – Acts-Revelation. 

Consistency is key to learning. Set up a time frame. 

 The plans in this series are set up on an eight block chronological study of the Bible.    

 They are designed for one month segments.     

Commit yourself and get started. 


